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Genealogy As an Academic Discipline
by H. Daniel Wagner

enealogy is an ancient activity: The Book of Genesis
may be viewed as the first archival source of (Jewish)

genealogical records. Until recently, genealogy consisted
mostly of recording names, dates and places of origin when
emigration was involved, and its purpose was to transmit
basic family information to succeeding generations. The
preservation of memory is widespread among humans,
regardless of their culture, and reasons for it are various.
Acts of remembrance are significant, symbolically and
practically, to each of us, most certainly because we are
mortal. Collective memory has meaning for groups of
individuals because it helps crystallize commonalities,
concretizes their togetherness and brings them closer to
each other.

Genealogy as a whole—and Jewish genealogy in partic-
ular—is at present undergoing a rapid transition. What used
to be mainly a pastime has become a field of far-reaching
information and knowledge from which society benefits
significantly, as recently described by Gary Mokotoff.  In the1

last 15–20 years, the character of genealogical research has
increasingly become an intricate, multifaceted academic
pursuit. Figure 1 shows the enormous increase in the num-
ber of peer-reviewed articles published in the field of gene-
alogy. As seen, the number of publications in the exact
sciences largely outgrows those in the fields more tradition-
ally associated with genealogy. The author proposes, by
means of examples in the next sections, that such a gap is
rooted in recent major scientific advances.

Figure. 1. Peer-reviewed genealogical publi-
cations, 1989–2005, generated by statistical
analysis performed by the author on ISI Web of
Science site using keyword “genealogy.”

The author reviews current shifts and modern research
tools in genealogy giving specific examples in the various
subfields of activity that relate to modern genealogical
efforts, including possible future significant academic
contributions from areas new to traditional genealogy. The
author also proposes a rough outline of the rising field of
modern genealogy, viewed as an academic discipline, with
emphasis on possible subdivisions of the areas of study.

Modern Genealogy: A Discipline in Transition

The last decade or so has seen the emergence of a global
computer network and the rapid development of informa-
tion technology and communication means. This has trans-
formed our world radically. Human activities and interac-

tions have been deeply affected: All forms of communica-
tion have become extremely fast, almost instantaneous for
many of them, and an ever-increasing amount of informa-
tion has become widely available to every one of us any-
where on the planet.

Equally important, as will be demonstrated here, a
number of scientific tools belonging to the “hard” sciences
(biology, mathematics and even statistical physics) have led
to fundamental breakthroughs in our understanding of the
larger issues of genealogy as a whole and of Jewish geneal-
ogy in particular.

The consequences in the field of genealogy of those
developments and scientific breakthroughs are many. At the
personal level, it is now much easier and faster to document
family histories using online databases that a short while
ago did not exist or were unavailable to the public. At a
higher level, the “para-documentation” (information or
research emanating from the wider historical, geographical,
anthropological, ethnological or sociological contexts) that
accompanies and enriches our personal research often has
become almost immediately available. It is undeniable that
private individuals easily become highly knowledgeable in
genealogy-related areas in ways that were impossible before
the advent of the Internet.

The various scientific and technological breakthroughs
bear the promise of a much deeper understanding of phe-
nomena that belong to the area of communal genealogy,
genealogy on a larger scale. In fact, as noted in the next
section, results already have appeared in various fields that
change the ways in which we look at human migrations, the
meaning of races, the origins of specific subgroups of the
human species—or the human species itself—the study of
historical facts, study of names (onomastics), cure of spe-
cific diseases and much more. Step by step, genealogy is
mutating into a major academic discipline, with a significant
impact both at the theoretical and practical levels.

Current Research and Future Challenges

Genealogists routinely develop skills and tools to tackle
issues belonging to a subfield of genealogy, here termed
“microgenealogy,” with which all genealogists become
familiar in the early stages of family research. For example,
to study a specific family name they learn to use a soundex
system. By contrast, a number of less familiar topics of
investigation belong to so-called hard sciences; the source
of the true transformation of genealogy into a modern
academic discipline resides in the momentum arising from
those areas. Those topics and tools help in solving problems
belonging to the subfield of “macrogenealogy.” This
“dipolar” terminology (micro vs. macrogenealogy) is better
defined and discussed in more detail below. A succinct
review is presented in this section of selected recent contri-
butions to genealogy and related research topics emanating
from the hard sciences.   

Mathematics and Statistics

Sometimes this author teaches rudiments of genealogy to
school children, inevitably asking the question: “Who knows
the names of your eight great-grandparents? Your 16 great-
great-grandparents?” Thus kids gain awareness of the chain
of the living and, perhaps, of time and transience. Such
questions lead to the following apparent paradox: Since
every human has two parents, and, assuming that the length
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of a generation is about 25 years, it is easy to see that 750
years ago (thus, 30 generations ago, in the heart of the
Middle Ages) everyone had more than a billion ancestors
(2  to be exact). The reader is welcome to perform the30

same exercise using 230 generations (=5750 years), thus
going back to the creation of the Universe according to the
Jewish calendar (as well as, interestingly, to the Mayan
calendar!). The irrationality of such astronomical numbers
of ancestors is obvious, especially if one remembers that the
Jewish population (for example) on earth was never any
larger than about 18 million souls (just prior to World War
II).

The solution lies in the obvious fact that marriages
between cousins or between uncle and niece, for example,
took place frequently, especially in such closed populations
as the shtetl. Indeed, assume you belong to generation g=0
and your parents to generation g=1, your grandparents to
generation g=2, etc. If your parents happen to be first
cousins, then two of your four grandparents are siblings,
and all the ancestors of those two are thus identical: Your
ancestor count has just been reduced by 25 percent! In
algebraic terms, instead of having 2  ancestors at generationg

g, as is the normal case, you will have only 2 –2  ancestorsg g–2

(thus: six great-grandparents instead of eight, etc.), and the
percentage of “disappeared ancestors” is thus indeed 25
percent, since 1–[(2 –2 )/ 2 ]=0.25.g g–2 g

This simple counting exercise leads to much more intri-
cate research by including progressively more realistic, but
increasingly more complex, assumptions. One can study
what happens to the above calculation (1) if pairs of cousins
marry every two generations; or (2) if the probability of
marriages between cousins is directly proportional to the
size of the cousin population in a given generation; (3) if a
tool is designed for a progressive stabilization (due to inter-
cousin marriages, or more generally to inbreeding, epidem-
ics, wars, etc.) in one's number of ancestors going back in
time (such a tool would also explain the eventual global
stabilization of the earth population at some point in the
past). An example of a mathematical device designed to
reduce significantly the increase in one's number of ances-
tors because of inbreeding is the principle of sibling interfer-
ence proposed by S. Ohno.2

The next step in developing a realistic model of popula-
tion backward growth dynamics could be the following:
Instead of launching the ancestor count from a single
individual, one could start with two or more individuals,
which would lead to a variety of interesting questions. For
example, if one picks two people at random in the present,
how many generations back must one go to find their most
recent common ancestor (MRCA)? How many generations
back until all their ancestors are common? What happens to
the MRCA if the population is restricted or inbreeding (such
as in isolated tribes, island populations, specific human
groups such as Ashkenazic Jews or royal families, etc,),
instead of unrestricted? The merging of ancestor trees is
termed coalescence; coalescence problems currently are the
subject of a vast amount of academic research worldwide
using sophisticated statistical models and mathematical
simulations.  Such mathematical models, combined with2–8

modern genetic research tools, recently have led to a num-
ber of significant breakthroughs, discussed below. 

The paradox outlined above concerning one's unrealisti-
cally enormous number of ancestors also arises when count-
ing descendants, with additional complications and research
directions. For example, if one picks a remote ancestor at

generation g=0, and—for simplicity's sake—one assumes a

Dfixed number of children (N ) for all subsequent genera- 

tions, then the number of descendants at generation g is

D(N ).  Starting 5750 years ago with Adam (or Eve), theg

theoretical number of descendants today (after g=5750
divided by 25, thus 230 generations, assuming as before

D.that the length of a generation is 25 years) would be N 230

For example, if every mating couple since Adam had on
average given birth to four children, the number of present-
day descendants would be 4 , an astronomically large230

number indeed compared to the current world population
of around 6 billion (about 4 ).16

If one now assumes that a marriage between cousins
occurred among Adam's grandchildren, at generation g=2,
the number of descendants at generation g would be re-

D Dduced to (N ) –(N ).  Thus, the percentage of “disap-g g–2

D D Dpeared descendants” would be 1–[(N ) –(N ) /(N ) ]=1/(g g–2 g

D DN ).  If N  (number of children per couple) is only 2, this2

simple result is identical to the number of “disappeared
ancestors,” thus 25 percent, and the result decreases rapidly

Das N  increases. More such marriages between cousins
reduce the population of subsequent generations. Early
populations inevitably were small and, therefore, included
much inbreeding, as did later tribal groups. Inbreeding also
has favored genetic diseases, which further limits popula-
tion growth. Other complicating factors include the effects
of war and epidemics, multiple spouses, celibacy, etc. In the
case of Jews, one also must include the effects of assimila-
tion into other populations and of the mega-event that was
the Holocaust.

Such population growth genealogy problems certainly
could be examined with existing mathematical tools and
growth models in the fields of ecology (spread of a given
animal species, or of forest fires, for example, under various
constraints) or epidemiology (spread of infectious diseases
in isolated or open populations), in which predictions can
be made (is a species headed for extinction?), and can
indicate how the population will respond to external fac-
tors.9

Statistical Physics

Genealogy deals with complex social phenomena, the
rules of which have attracted the attention of physicists.
Statistical physicists, in particular, use techniques that serve
as an efficient tool to modeling phenomena in which intri-
cate macroscopic behavior (for example: sand avalanches)
emerges spontaneously on the basis of relatively simple
microscopic dynamical rules (for example: the characteris-
tics of individual sand grains). In particular, so-called
scaling laws (or power laws) arise in virtually all areas of
physics and have great importance because despite their
apparent simplicity they often reflect the depth of the
underlying physics. Scaling laws have been found also to
abound outside physics:  in such diverse areas as biology,10,11

distribution of incomes, insurance claims, city populations,
family sizes and travel distances.

An intriguing example relevant to genealogical research
is the distribution (and stability) of family names in a
specific community or country, which also follows scaling
laws. The study of the origins and evolution or transforma-
tion of surnames is a well-known aspect of genealogical
research, but perhaps less well known to genealogists is the
fact that information about surnames can be used in re-
search on human population genetics,  if one notices that12

the transmission of surnames through the paternal line
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(such as in most current Western societies) fascinatingly
resembles that of genetic information inherited from one of
the parents (the exclusively paternal Y chromosome or the
exclusively maternal mitochondrial DNA). This approach
has become important because information on surnames is
readily available in civil registration (metrical) data, census
lists, annual telephone directories, etc. Surnames research,
then, can be used, for example, to estimate the probability
that two individuals chosen at random carry genes inherited
from a common ancestor and to estimate the size and
geographical distribution of migratory movements in the
past. Complications arise in such investigations from varia-
tions in the spelling of a particular surname. Research along
those lines concerning French,  Japanese,  North-Ameri-12 13

can,  German,  and Argentinean  surnames recently has14 15 15

been published; no such study apparently exists for the
Jewish population of specific areas, even though ample
metrical data are available.

Computer Science

Computers (and software) offer a key tool to modern
genealogy. They serve as an infinite repository for data-
bases; they provide available information almost instanta-
neously; they serve as a simple and powerful family re-
search tool, especially since the advent of the Internet; and,
combined with properly designed mathematical tools, they
allow researchers to uncover hidden genealogical informa-
tion (often of a scientific nature) as well as to create more
meaningful databases by the exploration and merging of
existing databases. Future academic research in areas
related to genealogy-relevant computer software is likely to
focus on a variety of diverse issues. As illustration, two
examples of not-fully-resolved problems in the
microgenealogical and macrogenealogical areas, respec-
tively, are given here.

Soundexes. A significant software advance took place
with the creation of soundexes. A soundex is a phonetic
algorithm that deals with the problem of variations in name
spellings that often appear in archival docu-
ments—sometimes in a single document! Surnames that
sound the same but are spelled differently (Baum, Bojm,
Bohm) are assigned the same soundex code by the algo-
rithm, so that a single lookup will find all occurrences in a
set of records of a surname under its various spellings.
Soundex development belongs to the subfield of
microgenealogy, because soundexes must be adapted to
families of surnames belonging to specific cultures or
ethnicities. The concept of a soundex is old; it was invented
and patented in 1918, well before the advent of computers,
by M. O'Dell and R. C. Russell. The soundex was used to
organize U.S. federal census data from 1880 to 1920. In
1985–86, two Jewish genealogists, Randy Daitch and Gary
Mokotoff, developed a soundex system (Daitch-Mokotoff or
D-M soundex) more suitable for Jewish genealogy than the
traditional National Archives (or NARA) soundex. (For
example, the latter soundex views Zilber and Silver as two
different names, with codes Z416 and S416, respectively,
whereas the D-M code is 487900 for both names.) The
advantage of the D-M soundex is that variant spellings are
all discovered, but many irrelevant “hits” inevitably are
included (for example, Szlejfer also will appear when
looking for Zilber). Future research may improve the effi-
ciency of the system further.

Merging databases. One of the most important
research issues in current genealogical research is the
creation of sophisticated software dedicated to merging

genealogical databases. Merging databases is a good exam-
ple of a general research tool belonging to the subfield of
macrogenealogy that can be applied to specific cases of
microgenealogical research, as shown below. In the simplest
case, two databases containing genealogical material that
includes both overlapping (usually names of individuals)
and nonoverlapping information are compared. An example
is the merging of a town's metrical birth and death records.
In addition to details regarding the newborn, birth records
usually include also the names, ages and occupations of the
parents, and death records often include age at death and
identify surviving family members. Merging databases
obviously increases the amount of genealogical information
in one place. The main problem, of course, is to ensure that
the merging procedure links identical individuals, namely
that the birth and death documents of John Smith, for
example, are those of the same John Smith! In other words,
merging criteria of “identicalness” must be defined as
accurately as possible. Some commercially available family
genealogy packages (for example, Family Tree Maker)
prompt the user regarding a possible match between two
individuals in a family tree when those two seem to possess
identical data.

Complexity (as well as usefulness) grows when more
than two databases are available for merging. As an exam-
ple, consider the Polish town of Zdunska Wola, for which
various types of databases exist for its pre-World War II
Jewish population. These include more than 30,000 metri-
cal data (from three original databases: births, marriages,
deaths) for the years 1808–1942; 3,000-plus burial records
created from tombstone transcriptions in the Jewish ceme-
tery; 2,300-plus necrology records from the Jewish Memory
Book (yizkor book); 1,100-plus surnames from the 1929
Polish Business Directory data; and records from smaller
databases, such as the names of Auschwitz survivors, sur-
names on the Zdunska Wola memorial monument erected
in Tel Aviv by survivors, etc. Significant benefits may arise
from merging some or all of these data sets. To illustrate,
Figure 2 schematically depicts the (imagined) partially
successful merging of three of the Zdunska Wola databases,
birth and death metrical data and cemetery data.

Figure. 2. Partially successful merging of three
databases: sets of surname data for birth (re-
gion 1), deaths (region 2) and cemetery tomb-
stones (region 3). Region 4 includes all data
for which both births and deaths certificates
were found (successful merging); Region 5
includes all data for which both a tombstone
and a death certificate exist; Region 6 includes
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all data for which both a birth certificate and
a tombstone exist; Region 7 includes entries
for which birth and death records plus a tomb-
stone were found. The (external) portions of
regions 1, 2 and 3 (thus, those that do not
intersect with each other) include individuals
for which only one of the three data types was
found.
 

To illustrate further the benefit of merging databases,

consider a randomly selected tombstone in the Jewish
cemetery in Zdunska Wola. In this cemetery, according to
Jewish tradition, a significant number of tombstones do not
indicate surnames (although other details of interest often
may be etched into the stones, such as symbols regarding
Kohanic or Levite origin, profession, etc.). What might be
the surname of a woman called Hinda Gitel, daughter of
Israel Moshe, who died on 14 Tammuz 5676? By merging
this information set with the death metrical database
(which always includes surnames), it often is possible to
assign a surname. This is accomplished by first translating
the Hebrew death date into a civil date (in this case, July
15, 1916) and then by searching for a Hinda Gitel in the
1916 list of deaths. Since, in this case, she is the only Hinda
Gitel in the 1916 list, her surname is immediately found to
be Schultz.

A number of difficulties can arise as, quite often, several
individuals bearing the same first name may have died that
year; the name (possibly transliterated) in the metrical data
may be spelled differently from the name on the tombstone;
only one of two first names may be listed; the deceased may
have been registered in a later year in the metrical books;
and so on. But in the case of a positive identification in a
merged database, the precious tombstone of the deceased
family member becomes available to the descendants.

Another example of the need for (and benefits of) merg-
ing: The Italian Genealogy group (HTTP://W W W .
ITALIANGEN.ORG) has created a database containing the
indexes to more than 1,825,000 marriages recorded by the
New York City Health Department for a number of New
York City boroughs from 1908 to 1936. Unfortunately, the
marriages are listed only by the name of the groom (the
name of the bride does not appear). A separate index exists
for brides, but without the names of the grooms. Steve
Morse has recently created a useful link between both
databases (WWW .STEVEMORSE.ORG).

In principle, merging could be applied to a large number
of family trees existing in a given community (the “commu-
nity forest”) in an effort to create a single communal tree.

These examples demonstrate clearly that development of
sophisticated merging tools is a priority in
macrogenealogical research; it certainly is so in Jewish
genealogy, where a major objective of a large number of
researchers is the virtual reconstruction of one's ancestral
town or shtetl. 

Molecular Biology

Over the last decade, genetic research has greatly ex-
panded our understanding of the probable origins, evolu-
tionary history and geographical patterns of various human
communities, including Jews. It also has provided new
insights into the way in which humans are genetically
related to each other.

This discussion begins with a brief overview of basic
terms and concepts. In every nucleus of human cells, tightly

coiled threads of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) are orga-
nized into structures called chromosomes. Humans possess
23 pairs of chromosomes. In 22 pairs, both members are
essentially identical, one deriving from the individual's
mother, the other from the father. In females the 23rd pair
has two similar chromosomes called X, whereas in males
that pair is composed of one X and one Y, two very dissimi-
lar chromosomes. These chromosome differences determine
a person's gender.

Most of the Y chromosome is transmitted from father to
sons as an integral unit, passed without alteration, unaf-
fected by any influence of the X chromosome of the mother.
The Y chromosome is the only nuclear chromosome that
escapes the continual reshuffling of parental genes during
the process of sex cell production. Such uniqueness makes
the Y chromosome useful to genealogists. Most of the time
a father passes an exact copy of his Y chromosome to his
son. This means that the markers (definable segments along
the DNA with known genetic characteristics) of the son are
identical to those of his father. On rare occasions, however,
a random mutation, or change in one of the markers,
occurs. Thus, it is possible for two distant cousins to match
exactly on all markers, while two brothers might not match
exactly. Because of the random nature of mutations, statis-
tics and probability must be used to estimate the Time to
the Most Recent Common Ancestor (TMRCA).  The com-16

plex mathematical calculations of TMRCA depend on know-
ing the rate of mutation and the true number of mutations.
Various models and an online calculator for TMRCA are
available.17

On the other hand, humans also inherit mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA) from their mother (and none from their
father). Unlike chromosomal DNA, mtDNA is located out-
side the nucleus of the cell in the mitochondria (an
organelle inside most cells). A person's maternal ancestry
can be traced using his or her mtDNA, which is generally
passed down unchanged by the mother. Test results are
compared to another person's results to determine the time
frame in which the two people shared a most recent com-
mon ancestor.

In summary, a person's DNA contains specific genetic
information transmitted down with few changes from
generation to generation. Two avenues of DNA research are
of particular significance: (1) A man's paternal ancestry can
be traced using the Y-DNA, and (2) a person's maternal
ancestry can be traced using his or her mtDNA. These two
avenues have limitations, however; each traces only a single
ancestral line (the all-male and the all-female lines). There-
fore, at 10 generations back, where everyone typically has
1,024 ancestors, the Y-DNA and the mtDNA are used to
study only 1 of those 1,024 ancestors.

Genetic studies, supported by mathematical and statisti-
cal tools, recently have yielded considerable insight into the
origins of certain human groups, transmission of genetic
diseases, and important historical debates, and are helping
to solve problems of a forensic nature. The study of human
genetics also directly fosters the development of new re-
search avenues in paleontology, archeology, linguistics,
migration patterns and history. The following examples
focus on genealogy exclusively

Origins of homo sapiens. Early studies have
demonstrated how mtDNA might be used to track the ways
in which humans are genetically related to each other.
Substantial fossil evidence exists for the hypothesis of a
common African origin of modern humans:  The com-18,19
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mon ancestor of all surviving mtDNA types existed 140,000–
290,000 years ago and subsequently spread throughout the
world. Two other models exist as well:  The multi-regional19

model (no single geographical origin for modern humans)
and the assimilation (or hybridization) model (some gene
flow existed between modern humans who emigrated from
Africa and archaic populations such as the Neanderthals).
Future research undoubtedly will shed additional light on
this macrogenealogical issue.

Origins of specific human groups. DNA studies
are revealing unexpected common origins of populations
previously presumed to be different. For example, a com-
mon ancestry has been found recently between African
groups (Berbers, Fulbe from Senegal) and groups from the
far Northern Hemisphere (Saami of northern Scandinavia,
Yakut from northeastern Siberia)—populations living as far
as 15,000 km apart and whose anthropological affinities are
not at all obvious.20

The origins and migrations of Jewish populations are
examined below.

Genealogy and genetic diseases. Molecular
genetics tools now permit study of a wide range of heredi-
tary diseases. For example, Leber hereditary optic neuropa-
thy (LHON), characterized by a maternally inherited loss of
central vision mostly in males, was recently investigated in
Italian families using both genetic (mtDNA) and genealogi-
cal approaches. This powerful combined approach allowed
the reconnection into extended pedigrees of Italian and
Brazilian families that were not known to be related.21,22

Another example is â-thalassemia, or Cooley's anemia,
which affects a person's ability to produce hemoglobin, the
protein in red blood cells that delivers oxygen to all parts of
the body.  For years the disease was thought to affect only23

Greek, Italian, Asian and Sephardic Jewish families. In
recent years, it has become clear that Ashkenazic Jews also
carry the trait and could be at risk for the fatal disease.  In24

this case, too, the combination of genealogical searches with
molecular genetics led to the discovery of previously un-
known family and to six other Diaspora Ashkenazic families
that carry the trait. The importance of this combined ap-
proach is the possibility to alert extended unsuspecting
families who may be at risk and to warn them about the
potential dangers to future generations.

Subtle DNA abnormalities (mutations) are responsible
for many inherited diseases, such as cystic fibrosis, or may
predispose an individual to cancer, major mental illnesses
and other complex diseases. For example, genealogical 

investigations and genetic studies recently were used to
diagnose attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) in
an isolated Dutch population of which 15 of 26 children
were linked to a common ancestor within 10 generations,
and 81 percent of the patients derived of consanguineous
marriages (marriages between close relatives).  Another25

example concerns a recent genealogical/genetic study of
Tay-Sachs disease (TSD),  which is relatively frequently26

encountered among Ashkenazic Jews (1 in 29) and much less
so among Moroccan Jews (1 in 110) and Iraqi Jews (1 in
140). The relevant mutations were found to have occurred in
the years 626 C.E. and 442 B.C.E., respectively (but with
relatively large error margins).

DNA analysis and historical events. The follow-
ing is a classical example of the role played by DNA analysis
to solve historical and genealogical puzzles. In 1991, nine
sets of skeletal remains were excavated from a mass grave

near Yekaterinburg, Russia. It was unclear whether the
remains were those of the tsar's family (the Romanov),
namely Tsar Nicholas II, Tsarina Alexandra and their daugh-
ters. Nuclear DNA testing  of the remains verified such a27

family group (additional bodies were those of three servants
and a doctor), and mtDNA sequences of the presumed
tsarina matched a known maternal relative, Prince Philip,
Duke of Edinburgh.

Origins of the Jews. A number of important molecu-
lar genetic studies have been published over the last decade
concerning the origins of various Jewish populations and
communities, including genetic profiles of contemporary
Jews,  that show that, despite migrations and physical28

separation, Jews have retained their genetic identity over
thousands of years.  Some studies have focused on the role29

of genetic contributions to Ashkenazic DNA from European
and Central Asian peoples, including the Khazars who lived
in Southern Russia during the 8th through the 12th centu-
ries C.E.30

Two recent studies have yielded interesting conclusions
regarding what is known as the “founding event.” A founder
event occurs when a new community is started by a few
members of the original population. This small population
size means that the community may have reduced genetic
variation from the original population, and a non-random
sample of the genes in the original population (for example,
the Afrikaner population of Dutch settlers in South Africa is
descended mainly from a few colonists). The genetic signifi-
cance of this may be that today's descendants of such
population may carry an unusually high frequency of a gene
that causes a given disease, because those original colony
members happened to carry that gene with unusually high
frequency. Thomas et al. demonstrate that most Jewish
communities were founded by relatively few women, and
subsequent genetic input on the female side from surround-
ing populations was limited.  The paternally inherited Y31

chromosome, on the other hand, shows diversity similar to
that of neighboring populations and shows no evidence of
founder effects. Interestingly, the same researchers find
little evidence of a strong founder event on the female side
of Ashkenazic Jews. These findings seem to contrast with
the results of another, more recent, study that demonstrates
that close to one-half of Ashkenazic Jews can be traced back
to only four female ancestors, likely of Near Eastern ances-
try, carrying distinct mtDNAs that are virtually absent in
other populations, with the important exception of low
frequencies among non-Ashkenazic Jews.  Future research32

should clarify this further.
Specific Jewish subgroups. Researchers have

conducted Y-chromosomal studies of two subsets of the
Jewish people, male Jews comprising the priesthood
(Kohanim , the plural of Kohen, the Hebrew word for
priest) and the Levites.  According to Jewish tradition,33, 34

the male descendants of Aaron (Moses' brother) were
selected to serve as priests. Levites are the male descendants
of Levi (the third son of the patriarch Jacob and paternal
ancestor of Aaron) who are not Kohanim. Both the Kohanim
and Levites were assigned special religious responsibilities,
but particular restrictions were placed on the Kohanim (for
example, they were not permitted to come in contact with
the bodies of the dead, even of parents; they were not
permitted to marry a divorcee, etc). Significant differences
were found between the Y chromosomes of Kohanim and
those of other Jews. Moreover, Kohen chromosomes are
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homogeneous, and their origin was traced back about 3,000
years, early during the Temple period. The presence of the
same genetic signature among Kohanim of several
Ashkenazic and Sephardic communities strongly suggests
common origin.  However, unlike the Kohanim, the33,34

Levites' Y chromosomes were found to have heterogeneous
origins, indicating that contemporary Levites are, therefore,
not direct patrilineal descendants of a paternally related
tribal group. The Ashkenazic Levites, however, form a
tightly clustered group whose origins are probably not in
Near Eastern countries,  with an inferred common ancestor35

within the past 2,000 years. When compared in terms of
genetic similarity, Ashkenazic Levites cluster more with
Slavonic populations than with other Jewish populations,
including Sephardic Levites.35

Populations of Jewish descent. Several commu-
nities around the world may descend from a Jewish ances-
tral population. Such claims often are made on the basis of
oral tradition only, and DNA studies may help shed light on
such issues. The Lemba tribe in Southern Africa and the
Abayudaya in Uganda, for example, claim descent from
Jews from Africa. Interestingly, one of the Lemba clans
carries, at a very high frequency, the Y-chromosome type
assigned to Kohanim  and a Semitic genetic contribution.36

Other populations found by DNA analysis (using either the
Y chromosome or the mtDNA approach) to possess common
ancestry with Jewish populations include the Samaritans37

(who may be traced back to a Jewish Kohen ancestor) and
the Chueta, who are the Catholic descendants of Jewish
victims of the last Spanish Inquisition (in the late 17th
century) on Majorca Island.38

This capsule summary of recent accomplishments with
applications for genealogy in a host of fields using a wide
variety of scientific tools details only the beginning of a
succession of research achievements that most certainly will
appear in the near future. Mathematical and biological
methods and models, combined with the ever-increasing
power of computers, serve as the basis of the future discov-
eries.

Modern Genealogy: Taxonomy

The various problems and methods of modern genealogy
lend themselves to an incorporation in a classification of
subfields within the following double framework: The first
subfield of modern genealogy, termed macrogenealogy, or
global genealogy, involves issues and tools relevant to
genealogy as a whole, such as the development of improved
mathematical models for the study of human migration or
of backward or forward population growth, generic tools to
facilitate merging and comparing databases, or genetic
research techniques designed to trace the ancestors of homo
sapiens. The second subfield, microgenealogy, may be
subdivided into two areas of investigation: (1) confined
microgenealogy, the genealogical investigation of a specific
surname or family, the local history of a town, and so on,
and (2) unconfined microgenealogy, a broader genealogical
research field focused on a wider area, people or phenome-
non (for example, 19th-century Irish migrations, Sephardic
genealogy, stability of Chinese surnames through time) on
the effects of specific large-scale historical events (the
Holocaust), on genealogical myths (do European royal
families descend from King David? Do specific families from
Alsace descend from Charlemagne?). Such classification is

far from being strict, however, since some issues have a
mixed character: Generic research tools, such as mitochon-
drial DNA, that “belong” to the field of macrogenealogy may
be used to investigate microgenealogical problems such as
the ancestry of Kohanim. This categorization of genealogy
into subfields could possibly serve as a rough guide in
future teaching curricula and genealogy textbooks.  

Concluding Comments

High-level academic research in genealogy of the types
described here is indispensable to yield significant break-
throughs. An obvious challenge to such research is the fact
that genealogy continues to develop as an increasingly
multi-disciplinary activity. University training and academic
research, therefore, are faced with rather complex chal-
lenges. Clearly, the development of a suitable high-level
curriculum initially will encounter a number of difficulties:
Teaching genealogy is a difficult venture (and Jewish
genealogy even more so). As testimony to that, no geneal-
ogy textbook currently exists and genealogy is not taught
anywhere in a formal, academic setting. Jews in particular
have a specific reason to pursue the burgeoning field of
genealogy: The tragedy of the Holocaust has created an
enormous vacuum in practically all European families, a
vacuum that begs to be filled.

Possibly the best way to put it, for many of us who lost
relatives, is to state, “At home we never had an attic,”39

simply because our parents emerged from the Holocaust
without most of their family, without documents and photo
albums. Without a past. 

It might be necessary, and would be a valuable contribu-
tion, to create a peer-reviewed genealogical journal of the
highest scholarly quality in which to communicate to the
public the results of academic genealogical research, similar
to what Nature and Science provide in the exact sciences.
This is yet an added challenge.
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